Rhisco for Latin America

Rhisco enables some of the largest and most active Banks and Insurers across Latin America with risk and capital services and solutions. Working from Mexico City and Sao Paolo, our team of service specialists and innovative technology spans across the region, continuously building on our track record of success and the highest levels of client service.

Rhisco: the passion and precision to comply and compete.

Challenges facing LATAM Banks & Insurers

Rhisco’s deep understanding of the region’s unique challenges and opportunities enable our clients to succeed and grow in Argentina, Mexico, Brazil and beyond.

- Political and economic dynamics impact every financial services firm differently, in line with their size, location and client-base
- Participants in less developed markets can face – and must adapt to – particular regulatory idiosyncrasies and legislative agendas
- Regional branches of global institutions must balance global and local regulatory reporting obligations

Balanced with industry-wide drivers

As the financial services industry grows increasingly globalized, regional challenges must be balanced with broader industry trends, including:

- Heightened regulatory scrutiny, a constantly-growing list of regulation to comply with, and more demanding supervision
- The growing demand for firms to control and understand data
- The challenge of meeting these compliance and operational objectives with legacy technology, while maximizing the value of historic investments

Rhisco’s LATAM pedigree

At Rhisco, we are different because we’re local – blending the cultures of Mexico City and Sao Paolo with our experiences in London. Delivering ‘ambidextrous’ solutions and services that balance creativity with discipline to drive measurable results.

- Our team of seasoned Risk Solution specialists deploy into client organisations internationally, at the right seniority level, to drive measurable results.
- Our TEGRA® data management and integration platform is dedicated to supporting the advanced aggregation and calculation rules for risk and capital analysis.
- Our people, our platform, or a combination of both, provide the clarity and control to maximise risk and capital efficiency – unlocking resources for investment in other areas, and delivering a roadmap towards achieving a target future state.

Rhisco’s client-list includes Tier 1 Banks and some of the world’s largest Insurance providers. The long-lasting relationships we have forged prove our founding principles of openness, honesty, transparency and client service.

Contact us today to learn more or schedule a meeting.
**Banking**

Rhisco enables Tier 1 and Tier 2 Banks internationally to address the challenges of ever-increasing regulatory pressure and supervision, balancing the need for business innovation with legacy technology, and constant demand for efficiency gains in the context of reduced margin and pressurised balance sheets.

**Insurance**

Rhisco supports Insurance providers as they navigate increased regulatory pressure, come to terms with the opportunities of Solvency II and address historic under investment in their technology systems and data infrastructure.

**Technology**

Rhisco’s technology teams have a proven track record of developing bespoke technology solutions for financial services institutions. Combining left-brain creativity with right-brain discipline, into offerings that integrate seamlessly into existing estates and deliver measurable value. This approach is exemplified in our TEGRA® platform – a leading-edge data management and integration platform designed to address risk and capital needs.

**Latin America**

Working from Mexico and Sao Paolo, Rhisco provides some of LATAM’s largest and most active Banks and Insurers with risk and capital services and solutions. Our on-the-round presence enables clients to leverage our deep understanding of the region’s challenges and opportunities.

**Europe**

Working from London’s Canary Wharf, Rhisco’s Europe team of service specialists and innovative technology continuously build on our track record of success and the highest levels of client service – proven in the long-lasting strategic relationships we have forged with financial services firms across the continent.